Position-history and spin-history artifacts in fMRI time-series
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ABSTRACT

What is the impact of the spin history and position history on signal intensity after the alignment of acquired volumes? This question arises in many fMRI studies. We will focus on spin-history artefacts generated by the position-history of the scanned object. In fMRI an object is driven to a steady state by applying a few dummy scans at the start of each measurement. A change in object position will disrupt the tissue's steady state magnetization. The disruption will propagate to the next few acquired volumes until a steady state is reached again. The variables which are involved in changing the longitudinal magnetization are: the shape and the position of the slice profiles, the times at which RF pulses occurred, the equilibrium magnetization map and the $T_1$ map. Knowledge of these variables enables the prediction of those situations and the locations where the spin-history may compromise the fMRI analysis. In this paper we present a simulation of spin-history artefacts. The simulation shows that these effects, following a displacement, are similar to the transient period at the beginning of the measurement. Introducing gaps between the acquired slices increases these artefacts.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) tries to identify brain areas involved in executing a specific task. These brain areas are identified using the Blood Oxygen Level Dependant (BOLD) effect. Upon activation oxygenation levels of blood change locally in the brain. This effect is very small generating only 1-5% signal changes at the most common magnetic field strength (1.5 T). Other processes, which induce changes of the same order of magnitude or more, can compromise the final statistical tests. One such process is the effect of motion via spin-history on the signal intensity. We will present a simulation that allows us to estimate the magnitude and location of these effects. Any signal modulation not related to the BOLD effect is normally treated as noise in fMRI. A description of the impact of noise on interpretation of fMRI data can, for example, be found in Parrish et al. They describe a method that allows the quantitative and qualitative comparison of fMRI imaging methods based on the signal to noise ratio (SNR). An experimental study of different sources of noise in fMRI can be found in Zarahn et al.\textsuperscript{2} Aguirre et al.\textsuperscript{3} Head motion is one of the main sources of noise in fMRI. Depending on (1) the time at which the change in head position occurs, (2) the imaging sequence used, (3) the type of motion, (4) the amplitude of motion, (5) the interpolation scheme, different correction algorithms have been proposed. The majority of techniques use retrospective motion correction. Time series data are processed after all the data has been acquired.\textsuperscript{4} -- \textsuperscript{6} Another technique, known as prospective acquisition correction, updates imaging sequence parameters based on the previously acquired volumes. In this way, influences of through-plane motion on the history of magnetization is minimized.\textsuperscript{7} -- \textsuperscript{9} The retrospective and prospective methods mentioned above only correct for motion that occurs between the acquisition of volumes. If a change in position occurs between acquisition of two slices (i.e. during the acquisition of a volume), a realignment of the slice stacks can be used to correct for the motion.\textsuperscript{10} Motion during the acquisition of Fourier data is assumed to be negligible when using fast imaging techniques such as echo planar imaging (EPI).
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In this paper we will focus on head motion during the interval between two successive volume acquisitions, which is the most common type of head motion in fMRI. The primary effect of the movement is the change in head position in the scanner reference system (SRS). The series of positions of the object during the experiment defines its position-history. For the MRI scanner the scanned object is a system of magnetic spins, e.g., in water protons. The magnetic properties of this system during acquisition define the final output image. There are several mechanisms which influence the magnetic state of the scanned object through changes in position. One is via the main $B_0$ magnetic field irregularities. Irregularities arise from imperfections in the $B_0$ field and magnetic susceptibility of the object. Shimming is established only once, in order to counter these effects, prior to each measurement. It is not recalculated for each volume acquisition. In fact each new position requires a new shimming. These susceptibility induced artefacts are difficult to correct.

Another way to change the magnetic state is via the geometry of excitation profiles. The positions of the excitation profile are designed in the SRS. Usually they are parallel and equidistant to each other. A new position of the object involves a new position of the excitation profiles relative to the object reference system (ORS). Thus the excitation profiles will have a different impact on the magnetic state of the system. If the spin system has no time to return to equilibrium before the next excitation pulse occurs, the magnetic state of the system will depend on the history of past magnetic states. This motion-related effect is known as spin history. Furthermore motion-related effects, not related to the magnetic properties of the object, are generated by interpolation procedures used for realignment.

If there is a correlation between the task and the movement, these changes can be confused with those due to the BOLD effect. If there is no correlation between the task and movement an increase of the variance in fMRI signal will still occur. This will also result in a reduced detectability of the BOLD effect. The spin history problem was formulated by Friston et al. They also proposed to reduce the intensity changes by regressing the data against a motion time series derived from the registration procedure. It is unclear under what circumstances (e.g. amplitude and type of motion, RF sequence, $T_1$ properties) this spin-history has a profound effect on signal analysis.

This paper investigates intensity artefacts introduced by spin history via position history. We focus on the following questions: (1) does the set of the parameters, used for acquiring the data, give rise to a spin-position-history artefact? (2) in which voxels can a modulation of the intensity generated by a spin-position-history effect be expected?

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MECHANISM

RF pulses and gradients sequences are designed assuming that the scanner reference system (SRS) and the object reference system (ORS) will have the same relative position during the entire measurement. The spin history is influenced by the slice profile (flip angle profile) in the object reference system. Each RF pulse has a corresponding flip angle spatial map $\alpha(x, y, z)$ in the scanner reference system. In the object reference system this map may rotate or translate if the scanned object is rotated or translated (see Fig.1). Thus the change in the position of the scanned object influences the spin history via the flip angle profile. Some of the motion correction algorithms which focus on the alignment of the slice stacks do not take this spin-history effect into account. Inter-slice motion generates overlapped slice profiles, see Fig.1. The overlapping regions are subject to a double excitation in a very short interval. This will have an effect that is similar to cross-talk. In the case of cross-talk the overlapping is due to the improper choice of the distance between successive slice excitation profiles. Changing the order of slice acquisition the cross-talk can be reduced. This is also true for the spin-history in case of interslice motion.

If there is no motion during acquisition of the volumes, but there is between acquisition of two successive volumes, then the spin-history can be changed by the position history. If all the regions of the object are in magnetic equilibrium prior to each volume acquisition, there will be no spin history effect. In most fMRI experiments only the first volume acquired is at equilibrium magnetization; all subsequent acquired volumes are not. Because the spins are excited periodically and relatively rapidly, they do not return to equilibrium, but reach a certain (non-equilibrium) steady state. Normally a few dummy scans are recorded to drive the system to this steady state. These dummy scans (usually two or three) are discarded from the further
processing because they contain a very intense spin history modulation. The steady state of the scanned object is maintained as long as the periodicity of the RF excitations and gradients are maintained in ORS. A change in position relative to the slice profiles will destroy this periodicity. Thus a transition period toward a new steady state will occur. The transient state can last for several volumes after the displaced volume. The intensity of the signal in those volumes will change during this transition.

3. THEORY

The spin history of the scanned object is influenced by: (1) position and shape of the slice excitation profiles, (2) the times at which RF pulses occur, (3) the set of positions of the scanned object for each slice acquisition, and (4) the equilibrium magnetization and relaxation time maps (that is, their spatial distribution). This section will focus on the description of the behavior of longitudinal magnetization \(M_z\) of a small part \(dV\) of the scanned object. The two main parameters for this volume are the relaxation time \(T_1\) and the equilibrium magnetization \(M_{eq}\) in the static magnetic field \(B_0\). We will use the following notations:

- A set of all \((N)\) flip angle maps \(\{\alpha_1(\vec{r}), \ldots, \alpha_N(\vec{r})\}\). The flip angle for each position \(\vec{r}\) in the SRS is defined by the shape of the RF pulses, together with the applied strength of the slice selection gradient.
- The times at which RF pulses occur: \(t_1, \ldots, t_N\).
- The z-axis is oriented along the main magnetic field \(B_0\).
- For the small volume under consideration there is a set of positions \(\vec{R}_1, \ldots, \vec{R}_N\) at times \(t_1, \ldots, t_N\). This set defines the position-history for the given part \(dV\). By knowing the position of the entire rigid object it is possible to get this set of positions for every small volume of the scanned object. The motion can have components both parallel or perpendicular to the longitudinal axis \(Oz\).
- The initial z-magnetization of the considered part: \(M_0 = M_{eq}\).
- The longitudinal relaxation time of the considered part: \(T_1\).

In this work we use the following conditions:

- The acquisition of one slice is based on one RF pulse (e.g. an EPI sequence).
The change in position occurs between acquisitions of two successive slices or two successive volumes. So possible motion during the acquisition of one slice is neglected.

The intensity of the acquired image will be proportional to the transversal component $M_{xy}$ immediately after the RF pulse.

We explicitly do not take into account other effects that could result from a displacement, like shimming effects, interpolation approximations, susceptibility effects and non-uniformity of $B_0$.

The impact of the $k^{th}$ RF pulse on the magnetization of $dV$ will depend on its relative position with respect to excitation profile $\alpha_k(\vec{r})$. At $t=0$, $dV$ is inside the scanner at position $\vec{R}_1$. The first RF pulse occurs at $t_1 = 0$ and will tilt the magnetization vector over a certain flip angle described by the flip-angle map of that pulse $\alpha_1(\vec{r})$. In our small volume the flip angle will be $\alpha_1(\vec{R}_1)$. The longitudinal magnetization $M^l_1$ immediately before this RF pulse is the equilibrium magnetization. $M^l_1 = M_{eq}$. And the longitudinal magnetization $M^l_1$ immediately after this RF pulse is

$$M^l_1 = M^l_1 \cos(\alpha_1(\vec{R}_1)).$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The corresponding transversal magnetization $M_{xy}$ immediately after this RF pulse is

$$M^a_{xy} = M^l_1 \sin(\alpha_1(\vec{R}_1)).$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The intensity of this point in the image will be proportional to this transversal magnetization $M^a_{xy}$. The longitudinal magnetization $M_z(t)$ between the first pulse and the second ($t_1 < t < t_2$) is

$$M_z(t) = M_{eq}(1 - e^{-\frac{t-t_1}{\tau_1}}) + M^l_1 e^{-\frac{t-t_1}{\tau_1}}, \quad t \in (t_1, t_2).$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

At the second RF pulse, the position of $dV$ will be $\vec{R}_2$. At $t = t_2$ but immediately before the second RF pulse, the $M_z$ magnetization is

$$M^l_2 = M_{eq}(1 - e^{-\frac{t-t_1}{\tau_1}}) + M^l_1 e^{-\frac{t-t_1}{\tau_1}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)
We can apply this method iteratively for all RF pulses and corresponding positions of $dV$. Now the equations for the $k$th pulse are as follows. Immediately after $k$: RF pulse the longitudinal magnetization $M_k^b$ is

$$M_k^b = M_k^{b,\cos}(\alpha_k); \quad k = 1, 2 \ldots N.$$ \hfill (5)

Immediately before $k$: RF pulse the longitudinal magnetization $M_k^b$ is

$$M_k^b = M_{eq}(1 - e^{-\frac{(t_k - t_{k-1})}{r_1}}) + M_{k-1}^b e^{-\frac{(t_k - t_{k-1})}{r_1}} \quad k = 2, \ldots N.$$ \hfill (6)

Between $k$: and $(k+1)^{th}$ RF pulse the magnetization $M_z(t)$ is

$$M_z(t) = M_{eq}(1 - e^{-\frac{t - t_{k+1}}{r_1}}) + M_k^b e^{-\frac{t - t_{k+1}}{r_1}}; \quad t \in (t_k, t_{k+1}) \quad k = 1, 2 \ldots N - 1.$$ \hfill (7)

The equations (5-7) define the behavior of $M_z$ in each point of the object. Starting with magnetic equilibrium, application of a periodic RF sequence to the same part of the scanned object will drive $M_z$ into a steady state (Fig.2, left panel). There will be a transition period from the equilibrium to the steady state. This is why in fMRI experiment the first few acquired volumes are discarded. A change in position will destroy the steady state producing a temporary transition state (Fig.2, right panel).

4. SIMULATION RESULTS: TEMPORARY DESTRUCTION OF THE STEADY STATE

In order to be able to visualize the effects of both position history and spin history we implemented the equations (5)-(7) into a simulation program. The main issue we focused on is the destruction of the steady state by a displacement of the object. The displacement can modify the intensity of the next few volumes, even if those volumes are not displaced themselves during the experiment. The impact of motion on the steady state depends on many parameters. These are the input of the simulation program (Fig.3).

The 3D input maps of $M_0$ and $T_1$ can be generated from gray PGM images or from an Analyze file. The position along $z$-direction (perpendicular to the slice plane) of the scanned object is defined for each RF pulse. The slice geometry is described by: the position of the center of the slice, the slice width and its shape. The interslice repetition time and inter-volume repetition time define when the RF pulses occur.

In the simulations we used the following values:
Figure 4. Comparison of the effect on steady state when no gap (left) and a gap between slices (right) is present. If there is a change in position the geometry of the relative position of the slice profiles will influence the amount of disruption of the steady state. The voxel has $T_1=1.9$ seconds. There are three transition periods.

- equilibrium magnetization: $[0, 1]$ interval.
- $T1$: $[0.5, 3]$ seconds interval.
- in plane grid: $64 \times 64$ voxels.
- slice profile: rectangular.
- distance between the centers of the slices: 1mm
- number of slices per volume: 5
- number of volumes: 40
- flip angle: 60 degree $^\circ$
- interval between acquisition of two successive slices: 0.03 s
- interval between the end of a volume and beginning of the next volume: 1 s (thus TR=1.1 s)
- the density of object points in the z-direction: 20 points per mm.
- the order of slice acquisition: sequential.

In figure 4 the relative intensity $100\frac{\mu V_{	ext{det}}}{\text{V}_{	ext{ref}}}$ (k=1, 2..40) of a voxel is shown. The 10th volume is chosen as reference because the object has reached steady state at this point. We applied two back-and-forth motions; the 20th volume was displaced by $+0.3$ mm and the 30th volume was displaced by $-0.1$ mm. All the other volumes were at the starting position. Slice width was either 1 mm (no gap Fig.4 left) or 0.8mm (with a gap of 0.2mm Fig.4 right). Each change in the position triggers a transient behavior. Note the similarity between its shape and the initial couple of volumes, where the system is driven to steady state. Without a motion correction the
signal from the displaced volume belongs to another part of the scanned object. Here we concentrate on the following volumes which have returned to the original position.

The first few volumes in an fMRI time-series are discarded because of the presence of non-steady state. What about volumes 20, 21 and 22 or volumes 30, 31, 32? The volumes 21, 22 did not change the position at all but they do contain a spin-history modulation propagated from the displaced 20th volume. There is a similar disruption of the steady state in volumes 31 and 32 generated by the displacement of 30th volume. When there is a gap between slice profiles the destruction of the steady state is more pronounced, see Fig. 4. The effect is stronger and lasts longer; volumes 23 and 33 also contain spin-history modulation. The rate of returning to steady state after a displacement depends on many factors like T1 and flip angle. On average, two to four volumes after the displacement will be affected.

In this example, the amplitude of the spin-history modulation in the case with no gaps can reach up to 3% of the steady state intensity. The presence of the gaps increases this amplitude to 7%. These results show that the simulation program allows us to predict the location and amplitude of the spin-history artifacts.

5. CONCLUSION

At the very beginning of an fMRI measurement the scanned object enters into steady state starting from equilibrium; these first few dummy volumes are discarded. The steady state depends on the position of the scanned object relative to the position of the slice profiles. The position-history is responsible for the spin-history effect. A new position of the scanned object means a new steady state associated to that position. A change in position generates a new steady state of the scanned system. The migration from one steady state to another takes time. In that transition period the intensity of the signal may vary in a range comparable to that generated by the BOLD effect. The slices acquired at the edges of the volume are often discarded because a change in position has a high impact on the steady state at that position. A gap between slices creates a situation which is similar to that at the margins of the scanned area. The disruption of the steady state is much higher when a gap in present.

In this paper we investigated how motion destroys the steady state magnetization of a scanned object in a fMRI framework. We presented an example of back and forth motion of the object for the duration of one volume acquisition. This back and forth motion destroyed the steady state. This effect lasted for several subsequent volumes. The period during which the system is not in steady state behaves similar to the transient period at the beginning of the measurement. The amplitude of the spin-history effect in the non-steady state was in the order of 3% to 7%. The changes in intensity and the duration of the non-steady state are influenced by the local $T_1$, the flip angle, the slice width, the slice profile, the gap width, the slice excitation order, and the amplitude of motion.

After the realignment of the time series the position-history of each acquired volume is known. The first few volumes allow the estimation of the $T_1$ and $M_0$ maps. With this information the simulation program we developed is able to predict the location and estimate the amplitude of the spin-history modulation generated by the changes in position. Once the spin-history modulation is known its related artefacts can be removed from the data. Future work will focus on the development of a $T_1$ phantom which can be displaced in a controlled fashion inside the scanner. Using this phantom we will further investigate how position-history influences the spin-history, and develop algorithms for correcting the corresponding artefacts.
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